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ABSTRACT.  It has been shown recently that a necessary and sufficient

condition for a derivation basis to derive the ^-integrals of all functions in

L     (m), where 1 < q < + », and u is a c-finite measure, is that the basis possess

Vitali-like covering properties, with covering families having arbitrarily small

¿W(u)-overlap, where p     + q     = 1. The corresponding theorem for the

case p = 1, q = + ~ was established by R. de Possel in 1936.

The present paper extends these results to more general dual Orlicz spaces.

Under suitable restrictions on the dual Orlicz functions 4> and ¥, it is shown

that a necessary and sufficient condition for a basis to derive the ß-integrals of

all functions in L-q,(p) is that the basis possess Vitali-like covering families

whose ¿gOO-overlap is arbitrarily small.  Certain other conditions relating

L<j,(M)-strength and derivability are also discussed.

1. General definitions and terminology. Our universe is a set of points

S. We shall agree that if A C S and B Ç S, then A -B = {x: (x EA) A

(x £77)}; thus A -B = A -A n 77. If A Ç S, we shall denote the complement

of A in S by A. M denotes a fixed Boolean o-algebra of subsets of S, with S as

its unit; p denotes a fixed o-finite measure defined on M, and p* is the com-

pletion of p defined on the class M* of subsets of S. We let W and N* denote,

respectively, the families of p- and p*-nullsets. We let p denote the outer

measure derived from p. If A" ç S, then X denotes a measure cover of X; it is

well known that p(X C>M) = p(X DM) holds for each set M E M and each

p-cover X of X. For any set X Ç S, we let Xx denote the characteristic function

of*.

A derivation basis 8 is defined as follows. We assume that to each point

x of a fixed subset E of .Y, called the domain of 8, there correspond Moore-

Smith sequences of M-sets of positive ¿¿-measure, called constituents, which are

said to converge to x, and are denoted genetically by {ML(x)}. We further

assume (Fréchet's convergence axiom) that each cofinal subsequence of an x-

converging sequence also converges to x. The elements of 8 are thus converg-

ing sequences together with corresponding convergence points. We denote by
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V the family of all B-constituents; i.e., the family of all sets belonging to one or

more of the sequences {Mt(x)} for some xEE. This family V is called the

spread of 33.

If X is a real-valued function defined on V and xEE, then we define

D*X(x) and £>*X(x) by

f X(Ml(x))l r X(Ml(x)j]
D*X(x) = sup  Urn sup    ,,,- ...       and   D*X(x) = inf Urn inf   ,,,, ...

y L        * ri(MSx))\ * l_ P-(Mt(x))J

where the expressions in brackets mean, respectively, the limit superior and in-

ferior of any fixed x-converging sequence {Mt(x)}, and then the supremum and

infimum of these values are taken among all such sequences. £>*X(x) and D*X(x)

are called, respectively, the upper and lowerB -derivatives ofX at x. If D*X(x) =

DtX(x) (whether finite or infinite), then their common value is denoted by

DX(x), and is called the ^-derivative of X at x.

We say that X is a p-finite p-integral iff there exists a p-measurable function

/ such that -oo < X(M) = fMfdp < + °° whenever M E M and p(M) is finite.

We say that X is B-derivable iff DX(x) exists and coincides with f(x) for p*-

almost xEE.

By a subbasis of B we mean any basis 8* whose associated sequences be-

long to B and which associates with these sequences the same convergence points

as does B. Clearly, the spread V* of B* is a subset of V- The domain of B* is

the set of its associated points, which is a subset of E.

If XCE and B* is any subbasis of B such that the domain of B* includes

X (mod N*), then the spread 1/ of B* is called aB-/7he covering ofX. Some-

times a B-fine covering of X is defined as any family 1/ Ç V that contains, for

p*-almost all x G X, the sets of at least one sequence {Mt(x)}. Although these

definitions differ slightly, in their applications they have the same effect, so we

may use them interchangeably.

If H is any finite or countably infinite subfamily of M, then for any x G S,

we define n (x) as the number of members of H to which x belongs. We de-

note the union of the family H by \JH; it is clear that nH(x) = 0 iff x G

(S - (Utf)). We define eH(x) = n„(x) - 1 if x G IJH, eH(x) = 0 for all other

x G S. Clearly eH(x) > 0 iff x belongs to at least two members of H. We note

that nH and eH are p-measurable functions.

Henceforth, <j> and \jj will denote real-valued functions on [0, + °°) subject

to the conditions

(a) 0(0) = 0; 0 is nondecreasing on [0, +°°);

(b) <//(0) = 0; \p(u) = sup{x: 0(x) < «} for each u, 0 < u < +°°.

We call $ the function inverse to 0. If 0 is strictly increasing, then i// is
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the conventional inverse. It follows that . is left-continuous on [0, +°°) and

nondecreasing. We find it convenient to extend the uomains of definitions of

<j> and \¡i to include +», by agreeing that <t>(+°°) = limu_>+„,$(«) and \¡/(+°°) =

ÜmM-+ocVK")-

Next, we define $(u) = ¡¡¡ftf) dt, *(«) = /^(f) dt for each u E [0, +°°].

Clearly, i> and * are nondecreasing and continuous on [0, +°°). It follows easily

that if/is a p-measurable function, then 0(1/1), #(l/l), *(I/D» m^ *(l/l) are

also p-measurable. Moreover, Young's inequality (cf. [7, pp. 76-78]),

uü<4>(m) + *(ü),

holds for all u, v > 0, with equality iff v = <p(u) or u = $(v).

We define L%(p) as the class of all p-measurable functions / for which

$(1/1) is p-summable over S. For any p-measurable function/we also define

11/11* = sup{/sLfc|dp: fsn\g\)dp < l|,

and we define 7,^,0") as the class of all functions / with ||/||* < +°°. Analo-

gously, we define the classes L*¿(p) and Ly(p). L$(p) and L^,(p) are normed

linear spaces with respect to the norms || H* and || ||^, and are called (dual)

Orlicz spaces. Young's inequality yields

U/H* < fs*(\f\)dp + 1   and   llffll* < ¡s*(\g\)dp + 1,

whence L%(p) Ç L^(p) and L%(p) Ç L^(p). Moreover, if /£ L$(p) or /£

Ly(p), then |/| < +°° holds p-almost everywhere in S; if U/H* = 0 or ||/||^ =

0, then /= 0 holds p-almost everywhere in 5. These properties are used in the

work to follow. Proofs may be found in [7, pp. 78-82].

If 8 is a basis with domain E ÇS, then we say that 8 is L^-strong iff for

each set X Ç E of finite p-measure, each 8-fine covering 1/ of X, and each e >

0, there exists a countable family H Ç 1/ such that, setting 77 = (JH, we have

(51) p(X -77) = 0 (H is an 0-covering of A', or H covers p*-almost all

ofZ),

(52) p(77 - X) < e (the p-overflow of H with respect to X is less than e),

(53) HeJI* < e (the 7,*-overlap of H is less than e).

It can be shown by an exhaustion process that an equivalent formulation

of this definition results if (SI) is replaced by

(SI)' p(X -77) < e (77 is an e-covering of X).

2. Derivability implies T^f^O-strength. Throughout this section, in ad-

dition to the general restrictions imposed on 0 and \¡/ in §1, we shall assume:

(I) 0 is continuous on (0, +°°) with limu_^+co(j)(u) = +°°. This implies
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that 0(«) and 0(u) are finite for each «, 0 < « < +<» and limu_>+Mi//(u) = +«>;

also, by the definition adopted in §1, 0(+°°) = ^(t00) = +°°- Consequently,

/G L%(p) Ç L$(p) and 0(/) E L$(p) Ç L^(p) whenever /is a bounded p-

measurable function vanishing outside a set of finite p-measure.

(II) There exists a positive number M such that, for each u > 0, $(2«) <

M$(u). This implies <p(u) > 0 for each u > 0; in particular, 0(1) > 0. More-

over, it can be shown that (a) L*>(p) = L^(p); (b) given e > 0 there exists i¡ > 0

such that ll/H^ < e whenever fs<t>(\f\)dp < i¡ (cf. [7, pp. 81, 83]).

We further assume that:

(III) B is a derivation basis with domain ECS that derives the p-integrals

of all functions in L<¡,(p) that vanish outside a set of finite p-measure. This

tacitly requires that if g E L<Jp) (= L*>(p)) and g vanishes outside a set of finite

p-measure, then fs\g\ dp < +°°; i.e.,g has a p-finite p-integral.

2.1. Lemma.  If ||/||* < 1, then 0(|/|)GIy.

Proof. We first consider a function /, bounded, nonnegative, and vanish-

ing outside a set of finite p-measure.  From (I), we have fEL9(p) and 0(/) G

Ly(p). From Young's inequality in the special case u = /, u = 0(/) we obtain

Js*(0(/)) dp < fs*(<Kf)) dp + /s*(/) dp m fsf«f) dp,

whence we see (recall §1) that

||0(/)||„, < fsn<Kf))dß + 1 < fsW)dp + 1 < 11/11* • Mf)h + 1.

By hypothesis, ||/||4 = ft < 1, so that the preceding inequality yields ||0(/)||^ <

1/(1 -ft)<+°°.

In the general case, we may represent |/| as a limit of a nondecreasing se-

quence {/„} of nonnegative functions, each of which vanishes outside a set of

finite p-measure. Because /„ t |/| on 5, we see that \\f„\\^ < 11/11$, = ft < 1

and so, by what was just proved, IM/,,)!!^ < 1/(1 - ft) for n = 1,2,. .. .

Using the facts that 0(0) = 0, 0 is continuous on (0, +«»), and /„ t /as n —►

+eo, we infer that 0(/„) t 0(/) on S. Judiciously using the monotone con-

vergence theorem in conjunction with the definition of || ||^, it is essentially

routine now to infer that 110(1/1)11^ = limn_>+«1||0(/n)||i, < 1/(1 -ft); hence

0(1/1) G L-vQî).

2.2. Lemma.  If A is an tA-set of finite p-measure, then B derives the p-

integrals of xA and x~ •
A

Proof.   It is clearly sufficient to show that B derives the p-integral of

XA. From (I) we see that 4>(Xa) G L<¡,(p); thus B derives the p-integral of
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<HxA)- However, <P(xA) — 4>(X)xA and 0(1) > 0; hence 8 derives the p-integral

of\>

2.3. Lemma. If H is any finite or countably infinite subfamily of M, then

Js*(nH )dp<M fs*(eu ) dp + $(l)p(UfO-

Proof. LetA = {x: nu(x) >2},B= {x: nH(x) = 1} and note that for

x £ A, 2 < nH(x) = eH(x) + 1 < 2eu (x). Also, 77 Ç \JH, so that using (II) we

obtain

/,*(«„)* = fA*(nH)dp + fB*(nH)dp <M$s*(eu)dp + *(1)m(UH).

2.4. Lemma. Let H denote any finite or countably infinite subfamily of

M for which Ss$(nH) dp is finite. IfW is any U-set and G= HU {W},then

0 < $s*(eQ) dp < fs*(eH) dp + fw<P(nH) dp.

Proof. Let 77 = (J H. We note that eQ (x) = eu (x) if x £ (77 - W);

eG(x) = 0ifxE(W-H); and eG(x) = nH(x) if x £ W n 77. Then, because all

the following integrals are finite by virtue of our hypotheses, we have

0 < J>(eG) dp = fH_w*(eG) dp + fwnH*(eG) dp

= fH.w*('n) àp + fwnH*(»H) dp

= /i/*(e«) * - fwnn*(eH> * + fwnH*(nn) *

- Ís^h) * + IwnH^W - *<««» *•

Now fs$(nH) dp is finite, so that nu and eu are finite p-almost every-

where in S. Hence, for p-almost all x £ W n 77, nH(x) and eH(x) are positive

integers differing by 1. Applying the mean-value theorem to $ yields 0 <

*(««(*)) - *(<?„(*)) = 0(0, where eH(x) < £ < nu(x). Thus 0ß) < 0(nH(x)),

and therefore

(2) O<<*(nH)-4>(eH)<0(nH)

holds p-almost everywhere in W n 77. The desired result is obtained by sub-

stituting (2) into the final term of (1) and then observing that /hti/z^Í"«) dp =

fw4(nH) dp.

25. Lemma. Suppose that X Ç E, X is any p-cover ofX,0< p(X) =

p(X) < +°°, and 1/ is any $-fine covering ofX. Suppose also that 0 < o < 1

and H is a finite or countably infinite subfamily of M subject to the conditions:

(i) fs$(eH ) dp < apLX n 77), where 77 = U H;
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(ii)   (1 -à)XveH[x(V)<p(Xn H);

(ni)   p(X - 77) > 0;

(iv) <p(nH)EL^.

Then there exists a set W such that

(v)    WE\J   and   -^ $w<Kn „) dp + p(W - X) < 2(1 ° 0(1)) mW

Moreover, if W is any set satisfying (v) and if we set G = H U {W} ,G = \JG,

then

(vi) fs<í>(eG) dp < ap(X n G) and

(vii) (1 - a)ZKe6p(H < p(X n G).

Proof. From (ii) and the fact that p(X) < +°°, we see that p(H) is

finite; (iv) and Lemma 2.2 ensure that B derives the p-integrals of both <t>(nu)

and x~ • Thus, if we define
x

X(M)= 0¿)/aí^m«)^ + ^M-1)

for each set M E M, then B derives X. Consequently, because of (iii) and the

fact that 1/ is a B-fine covering of X, there must exist a point zE(X -H) with

DX(z) = 0 and a set W associated with z satisfying (v).

Now suppose that W is an arbitrary set satisfying (v). Then

0)        p(H'-(Jf-77)) = p(rVn(^U77))<p(rV-X) + p(rV0 77);

also <Kl)xWnH " 0(Xn/n//) < 0("n ' Xuy), and therefore

0(l)p(rVn77)</H,0(nH)<ip.

Substituting this last inequality into (1) yields

p(W-(X-H))<p(W-X)+ -^fw<KnH)dp

<2(iT0(i¥MW<fM(B')'

which easily yields in turn

(3)   (1 - a/2)p(W) <p(Wn(X- 77))   and   p(W) <2p(Wn(X- 77)).

From (3) and (v) we see that

(4)       J>„) dp < 2(0Tï)TiT ̂W) Ka^w n V ~H))-

We have seen that p(H) is finite; and ¡s$(eH) dp is finite by (i); therefore

fs$(nu) dp is finite by Lemma 2.3. From (i), (4), and Lemma 2.4 we obtain
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fs*(eG) dp < Js*(eH) dp + /M,0(n„) dp

< a[p(X n 77) + p(W n (Ä -77))] = ap(X n G),

which establishes (vi). Finally, from (ii) and (3) we have

(1 - a)   Z H(V) = O - «) Z  M(^) + (1 - a)M(W)

< p(Än 77) 4-(l-|)p(H0

< p(X n 77) + p(w n rr -77)) = p(X n G),

which confirms (vii).

2.6. Theorem.  8 is L^-strong.

Proof. We choose an arbitrary set X Ç E with 0 < p(X) < +°°, select

any p-cover X of JT, let V denote an arbitrary 8-fine covering of X, and suppose

given e > 0. We may and do assume e < 1.

Next, we determine tj > 0 so that, in accordance with (II) (b), ||/||* <

e/2 < 1/2 whenever fs$(\f[) dp < tj. We may and do suppose that tj < e.

Finally we choose a so that 0 < a < 1, ap(X) < r¡ and [a/(l - a)] p(X) < tj.

We define X(M) = p(M - X) for each set M £ M. From Lemma 2.2 we

know that 8 derives X. Thus, because p(X) > 0 and (/ is a 8-fine covering of

X, there must exist a point z £ A" with D\(z) = 0 and a set W associated with

z for which

(1) WEV    and   p(W-X)<ap(W)/2.

We let Fj denote the family of all sets W for which (1) holds. Then h~x ¥*

0; also, it follows from (1) that p(W) < 2p(X) whenever W £ Vx. Hence, if we

set f j = supj,,e F p(W), then 0 < f x < +<». We choose a member Vx of Y~x

with p(Vx) > &J¡ and set Hx = {VX},HX = Uri^ = Kj. From (1) and the

nature of Hx, it follows readily that Hx satisfies (i), (ii) and (iv) of Lemma 2.5.

We proceed inductively. We suppose k > 1 and that the family Hk =

{Vx, V2,..., Vk} satisfies conditions (i), (ii), and (iv) of Lemma 25 with

Hk = Ur/fr. If l4X -Hk) = 0, then we define Hk+l = rtk,Hk+x =Hk, so

that Hk+X also satisfies (i), (ii), and (iv) of Lemma 2.5.

If pLX - Hk) > 0, we use Lemma 2.5 to see that the family Ffc+ x, con-

sisting of those sets W satisfying the relation

(2)WG[/     and    ̂ J^„Hp^ + M(rV_^)<_^__ii(n

is nonempty. Using (2) and following the line of proof of Lemma 2.5 down
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to (3) of that lemma, we find that p(W) < 2u(W r\X)<+<x> whenever W G

ñfc+l- Tnus> setting ffc+1 = supjygp      p(W), we see that 0 < ffc+1 < 4-°°.

We select a member Vk+X of Fft+1 such that p(Vk+x) > Vzffe+1, and we define

tffc+i = H* u {^fc+i}.^fe+i = UHfc+1. It follows that if we put Hk+X = G,

then Hk+X satisfies (vi) and (vii) of Lemma 2.5. Also, because 0(nH      ) is

bounded, p(Hk+x) <p(Hk) + p(Vk+x) < +«>, and nu       vanishes outside of

Hk+X, we see that <¡>(nu     ) G L<¡,(p). Thus Hk+l satisfies (i), (ii), and (iv) of

Lemma 2.5; and this is true regardless of whether p(X -Hk) = 0 or p(X -Hk)

>0.

We thus obtain inductively a nested sequence {Hk} of finite subfamilies of

V each satisfying (i), (ii), and (iv) of Lemma 2.5. We let H = \Jk=lHk,H =

\JH. Applying the monotone convergence theorem to (i) and (ii) yields

(3)

(4)

fs$(eu)dp<ap(XnH)<:ap(X)<ri   and

(1 - a)p(H) < (1 - a) Z  H(Y) < M* n H) < **(*) < + °°-

RecaUing our conditions on a and tj, (3) impUes

lkH||#<2||eH||# = ||2eH||#<e<l    and

p(H-X)<ap(H) < y^p(X) < v < e.

Thus H satisfies conditions (S2) and (S3) of Lq-strength (cf. §1). It re-

mains to be shown that H covers p*-almost all of X. Suppose, on the contrary,

p(X -77) = p(X-H) > 0. Then p(X -Hk) > p(X -77) > 0 for ft = 1, 2, . . . ,

which means that the inductive process does not stop producing new sets, and

so H is a countably infinite family of sets {VX,V2,. . . ,Vk, ...} chosen from

(/, satisfying (3); i.e., (i) and (ii), as well as (iii), of Lemma 2.5.

We wish to show that H also satisfies (iv) of that lemma. To this end, we

set A = {x: nu(x) = 1},B = {x: nu(x) > 2} and note that nu = xA + nuxB <

X,4 + 2eH, so that 0(nH) < 0^ + 2eu) = 0(x¿) + 0(2<?H). Now x,* is bounded,

AÇH, and p(A) < p(77) < +», and therefore x^ G Ly. Also, from (4) and

Lemma 2.1, we conclude that 0(2eH) G Ly. Accordingly 0(x^) + 0(2cH) G Ly

and therefore 0(nH) G L<¡,.

We are now free to apply Lemma 2.5 to produce a set W E V such that

<5> ^J«»„)* + **-*)<  2(ia+<KD),iiW)-

From (5) and the fact that nu   t nu as ft —»• +<*>, it follows that the relation

^r)i<KnHk)dp+p(w-x)< 2(xlm)rim
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holds for k = 1,2,... , and therefore W E Vk+ x for each such k. Hence 0 <

KW) < ffc+i < 2p(Vk+x) for k = 1,2,_However, from (3) we inferjhat

p(Ffc) —► 0 as & —* +°o. This contradiction forces us to conclude that p(X -77)

= 0 and completes the proof of the theorem.

Theorem 2.6 can be applied in many situations; in particular, if 0(u) =

«p_1 for all u > 0, where p > 1, we find that 4>(«) = up and *(«) = uq (to

within multiplicative constants) for all u > 0, and <7 satisfies the relation p-1 +

<7-1 = 1. We can assert that if S derives the p-integrals of all functions in

¿<">(p), then 8 is 7>>(p)-strong. (Cf. [1], [2], [4] and [5, pp. 35-40] for

results on this and related problems.)

Unfortunately, the theorem is inapplicable in the classic case *(«) =

u(log+u)"_1 that arises in connection with the interval basis in Euclidean n-

space, n > 2. Here, it turns out that 4>(«) is an exponential function for « suf-

ficiently large, and so fails to satisfy (II). Attempts by the writer to circumvent

this difficulty have been unsuccessful. A. Cordoba [1] has some results in this

connection.

3. Some additional conditions related to 7,$-strength and derivability. As

in §2, 8 denotes a derivation basis with domain E ÇS.

3.1. Definition.  If X ç S then a point x £ S is said to be totally in-

terior to X (with respect to 8) iff for each x-converging sequence {Mt(x)} there

exists some index i0 such that Mt(x) Ç X whenever i > ig. We let I(X) denote

the set of points that are totally interior to X. If G is such a subset of S that

E n O C 7(G) (mod N*), then G is called a D-open set (named after A. Denjoy).

We let G denote the family of all such sets.

3.2. Definition. We say that condition (G0) holds iff 5* is the union of

a nondecreasing sequence {G°} of G-sets such that G° £ M and p(G%) < +°»

for n = 1, 2,. . . .

In what follows we shall quote, without proof, several theorems taken from

[3]. These were proved under a definition of (Ga) slightly more restrictive than

the one given in 3.2; however, those theorems are valid under the slightly weaker

form of (G„) above.

3.3. Theorem.  7/(G0) holds and 8 is L^(p)-strong, then 8 derives the

p-integrals of all functions in L<¡,(p), whose p-integrals are p-finite.

From Theorems 2.6 and 3.3, we obtain

3.4. Corollary.  If <¡> and * satisfy the conditions of §2 and (Ga)

holds, then L^Qiystrength o/S is equivalent to the ^-derivability of all func-

tions in Ly(p) whose p-integrals are p-finite.
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35. Definition.   If H is any countable subfamily of M and 0 < a < +<*>,

then we define H(a) as the family of those members F of H for which

fv<KeH) dp < ap(V); also, we define H'(a) =H- H(a).

3.6. Definition.   Condition (Cl). To each e > 0, each a > 0, each set

X ç E of finite p-measure, each z > p(X) and each B-fine covering 1/ of X,

there exists a finite family H Ç (/ for which, setting 77 = \JH, we have

p(X-H)<e;      Z P(V)<z;     p(UH'(a))<e.
VE.H

3.7. Definition. Condition (C2). To each e > 0, each set X Ç E of

finite p-measure, and each B-fine covering 1/ of X, there exists a finite family

fi Ç (/ for which, putting H = Uff, we have

p(*-77)<e;     p(H-X)<e;     fseH<KeH)dp<e.

3.8. Theorem. If (¡> and ® satisfy the conditions of §2 and (Ga) holds,

then (Cl) —► (C2) —> B is L^Qiystrong.

3.9. Definition.   Let U be a nonempty subfamily of M whose members

are of positive p-measure, and suppose that S is a positive real-valued function

on U. Let £ denote the set of points x in S for which there exists at least one

ordinary sequence {Vn} with x G Vn, V„ E U, n = 1, 2.and

lim^^+^6 (Vn) = 0. We define a basis B by associating with each x G E the

totality of sequences just described. The domain of B is clearly E and its spread

is a subset of ii. We call such a basis B a [U, 8]-basis [5, p. 8].

3.10. Theorem. If $ is a [U,t>]-basis,(Ga) holds, (¡> satisfies the con-

ditions of §2, and both $ and * satisfy condition (II) of §2, then (Cl) <—►

(C2)<—+% is L0(p)*trong.

As a result of Corollary 3.4, we obtain the following:

3.11. Corollary. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.10, (Cl) «—►

(C2) <—► B is L<t,(p)-strong «—> B derives the p-integrals of all functions in

Ly (p) whose p-integrals are p-finite.

We note that Corollary 3.4 establishes the equivalence of i,(p^(p)-strength

of B and the B-derivability of the p-integrals of all L(,)(p)-functions, where

p~x + q~x = 1. Also, because in this case 4p(m) = up, *(«) = uq (to within

constant multipliers) and both $ and ^ satisfy (II) of § 1, it follows from

Corollary 3.11 that if B is a [Ü, S]-basis as well, then all four conditions named

in that corollary are equivalent.
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